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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall present a multitude of global sufficient optimality conditions and duality 
results under various generalized (F-, p, 0)- convexity hypotheses for the following discrete minmax 
fractional subset programming problem: 
. . . E(S) 
mmlmze lTtyp Gi (S) ’ subject to Hj(S) 5 0, j E ‘, s E A”, 
where An is the n-fold product of the u-algebra A of subsets of a given set X, Fi, Gi, i E p f 
{1,2,...,P], and Hj, j E g, are real-valued functions defined on A”, and for each i E p, Gi(S) 5 0 
for all S E A” such that Hj(S) 5 0, j E g. 
Optimization problems of this type in which the functions Fi, Gi, i E p, and Hj, j E g, 
are defined on a subset of R” (n-dimensional Euclidean space) are called generalized fmctional 
programming problems. These problems have arisen in multiobjective programming [I], approxi- 
mation theory [2-51, goal programming [6,7], and economics [8]. 
The notion of duality for a generalized linear fractional programming problem with point- 
functions was originally considered by vonNeumann [8] in the context of an economic equilib- 
rium problem. More recently, various optimality conditions, duality results, and computational 
algorithms for several classes of generalized fractional programs with point-functions have ap- 
peared in the related literature. For more information about fractional and generalized fractional 
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programming, the reader may consult [g-11]. In particular, a fairly extensive list of references 
pertaining to different aspects of generalized fractional programming problems is given in [9]. 
In the area of subset programming, generalized fractional programs like (P) were first discussed 
in [12,13]. In [12], necessary and sufficient optimality conditions and several duality results were 
established under generalized pconvexity assumptions. This was accomplished by combining 
the necessary optimality conditions of [I41 f or a nonlinear program involving differentiable n-set 
functions, which are the n-set versions of the seminal results of Morris [15], with a Dinkelbach- 
type parametric approach [16]. Subsequently, a Lagrangian-type dual problem was constructed 
for (P) in [13] via a Gordan-type theorem of the alternative, and appropriate duality theorems 
were proved without imposing any differentiability requirements. Later, some results of [12] were 
generalized in 1171 by replacing the notion of p-convexity with (F,p)-convexity, and in [18] by 
placing generalized p-convexity hypotheses on different combinations of the problem functions; 
different derivations of the dual problem of [13] were given in [19,20]. In addition, in [20] the n-set 
counterpart of a Lagrangian-type dual problem originally formulated by Xu [21] was presented. 
Recently, parameter-free versions of the results of [12] were established in [22], and some optimal- 
ity and duality results for (P) were obtained in [23] under generalized b-vexity assumptions. The 
results developed here under generalized (3, p, @-convexity assumptions subsume those of [22], 
which are established under generalized pconvexity conditions, but are different from those given 
in [23]. 
For brief surveys and lists of references pertaining to various aspects of subset programming 
problems, including areas of applications, optimality conditions, and duality models, the reader 
is referred to [12,17,22,24]. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definitions of differ- 
entiability, convexity, and certain types of generalized convexity for n-set functions, which will 
be used frequently throughout the sequel. We begin our discussion of sufficiency criteria for (P) 
in Section 3 where we state and prove a number of sufficiency results. More general sets of suf- 
ficiency conditions are formulated and discussed in Section 4 with the help of two partitioning 
schemes that allow for the imposition of various generalized (3, p, B)-convexity assumptions on 
many combinations of the problem functions. The first of these schemes was originally intro- 
duced in [25] for the purpose of constructing generalized dual problems for nonlinear programs 
with point-functions; the second is somewhat different and leads to various sufficiency criteria, 
which have not been considered previously in the area of generalized fractional programming. In 
Section 5, we turn to an investigation of the notion of parameter-free duality for (P). Here, we 
consider a simple dual problem and prove weak, strong, and strict converse duality theorems. In 
Section 6, we formulate another dual problem with a relatively more flexible structure that allows 
for a greater variety of generalized (3, p, 0)-convexity assumptions under which duality can be es- 
tablished. In Section 7, we state a general duality model with the help of the partitioning scheme 
mentioned above. This duality model is, in fact, a family of dual problems whose members can 
readily be identified by appropriate choices of certain sets and functions. Finally, in Section 8 we 
offer some remarks and observations about the optimality and duality results established in this 
paper. 
Evidently, all these optimality and duality results are also applicable, when appropriately spe- 
cialized, to the following three classes of problems with discrete max, fractional, and conventional 
objective functions, which are particular cases of (P): 
mir$$ze Fl (S) , 
P2) 
(P3) 
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where IF (assumed to be nonempty) is the feasible set of (P); that is, 
P = {s E An : Hj(S) 5 0, j E g}. 
Since, in most cases, the optimality and duality results established for (P) can easily be modified 
and restated for each of the above problems, we shall not explicitly state these results. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we gather, for convenience of reference, a number of basic definitions which will 
be used often throughout the sequel. 
Let (X, A, p) be a finite atomless measure space with Li(X, A, /.J) separable, and let d be the 
pseudometric on An defined by 
d(R,S)= [$~~(Ri4]“~; R=(Rl,...,R,x), S=(S1,...,S,)~An, 
where n denotes symmetric difference; thus (An, d) is a pseudometric space. For h E Li (X, A, ,u) 
and T E A with characteristic function XT E L,(X, A, cl), the integral ST h dp will be denoted 
by &XT). 
We next define the notions of differentiability and convexity for n-set functions. They were 
originally introduced by Morris [15] for set functions, and subsequently extended by Corley [14] 
for n-set functions. 
A function F : A -+ R is said to be differentiable at S if there exists DF(S*) E Li(X,A,p), 
called the derivative of F at S*, such that for each S E A, 
where Vp(S, S*) is o(d(S, S’)); th a is, lirnd(s,s.),e VF(S, s*)/d(S, S*) = 0. t 
A function G : A” --) W is said to have a partial derivative at S = (S;, . . . , S,l) E An 
with respect to its ith argument if the function F(Si) = G(S,t,. . . , Sr_1, Si, Slf+l,. . . , S;) has 
derivative DF(S,t), i E 14; in that case, the ith partial derivative of G at S is defined to be 
DiG(S*) = DF(S,t), i E n. 
A function G : A” + R is said to be differentiable at S if all the partial derivatives DiG(S') 7 
i E g, exist and 
G(S) = G (s*) + 2 (DiG (s’) 7 xsi - XS; ) + WC (S, S*) , 
i=l 
where WG(S, S*) is o(d(S, S*)) for all S E An. 
It was shown by Morris [15] that for any triple (S, T, A) E A x A x [0, 11, there exist se- 
quences {Sk} and {Tk} in A such that 
x&c l”l hS\T and XTh ’ (1 - A)XT\S (2.1) 
imply 
XS,UT,AJ(S~T)~ xXs-f-(l -A)XT, (2.2) 
where % denotes weak* convergence of elements in L,(X, A, cl), and S \ T is the complement 
of T relative to S. The sequence {Vk(X)} = {Sk U Tk U (S n T)} satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) is called 
the Morris sequence associated with (S, T, A). 
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A function F : A” + R is said to be (strictly) convex if for every (S, T, A) E A” x A" x [0, 11, 
there exists a Morris sequence {V,(X)} in A” such that 
lipszp F(Vk(X)) (<) I XF(S) + (1 - X)F(T). 
It was shown in [14,15] that if a differentiable function F : A” -+ W is (strictly) convex, then 
F(S) (>) 2 J’(T) + &F(T), XS, - XT,) 
i=l 
for all S,T E An. 
A function F : A” --+ B is said to be (strictly) p-convex if there exists a real number p such 
that for every (S, T, A) E A” x An x [O,l], there is a Morris sequence {Vj(X)} in A” such that 
limsup F(Vk(A-)) (<) I XF(S) + (1 - X)F(T) + pX(1 - X) d’(S,T) 
k-co 
If F is a differentiable (strictly) p-convex function, then for each S, T E A”, 
F(S) (>I 2 F(T) + &iF(T),xs, - XT,) + p&W'). 
i=l 
The function F is said to be strongly convex, convex, or weakly convex according as p > 0, 
p = 0, or p < 0. A similar classification and analogous terminology can be applied to various 
generalizations of p-convex n-set functions discussed below. 
A differentiable function F : A” -+ W is p-quasiconvex at S’ if there exists p E IR such that for 
all S E A”, 
J’(S) < F (S*) * 2 (Dip (S*) , xs, - XS;) I -pd2 (S, S’) ; 
i=l 
F is prestrictly p-quasiconvex at S* if there exists p E JR such that for ail S E A”, S # S, 
J’(S) < F (S*) 3 2 (RF (S*) ,xs, - xs:) I -pd2 (s, s’) ; 
i=l 
F is (strictly) p-pseudoconvex at S* if there exists p E HB such that for all S E An (with S # S), 
~(w*),xs;- xs: ) - 2 pd2 (S, F) =s F(S) (>) 2 F (S*) .
i=l 
The above classes of generalized convex n-set functions can be further extended by using the 
notion of sublinearity. To see this, we begin by defining a special type of sublinear function. 
A function F(S, S*; .) : Ly(X, A, p) ---f R is sub&ear if it is subadditive and positively homo- 
geneous, that is, if for fixed S, S* E A.” and for every f, g E LT(X, A, p) and c E W+ z [0, DC)), 
and 
F (S, s*; cf) = c3 (S, s; f) . 
Some simple examples of sublinear functions are F(S,S*; DF(S*)) = (DF(S*),xs - XS*), 
F(S, S*; DF(S*)) = PF(S*), xs\s*), and 3(S,S*;DF(S*)) = I(DF(S*),xs~p)l, where F : 
A” -+ R is differentiable at S’ and DF(S*) = (DlF(S*), . . . , D,F(S*)). 
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Let 3(S,S*; .) : L;E(X,A,p) + R be sublinear, let F : A” + IR be differentiable at S’, let 
p E R, and let 0 : An x A” + An x A” be a function with, the property that if S # S, then 
e(S, S*) # (0,O). Then F is said to be (strictly) (3, p, O)-convex at S* if for each S E An, 
F is said to be 
F is said to be 
F is said to be 
F(S) - F(S*) (>) 13(S,S*;DF(S*)) +pd2(e(S,S*)); 
(3, p, B)-quasiconvex at S if for each S E A”, 
F(S) IF(T) +F(S,S*;DF(S*)) 5 -pd2(O(S,S*)); 
prestrictly (3, p, e) -p uasiconvex at S if for each S E An, S # S, 
F(S) < F (S*) + 3’S, S; DF (S*)) 5 -pd2 (0 (S, S*)) ; 
(strictly) (3, p, 0)-pseudoconvex at S* if for each S E A” (S # S*), 
3(S, S*; DF (S*)) 2 -pd2 (e (S, S’)) 3 F(S) (>) 1 F (S*). 
From the above definitions it is clear that if F is (3, p, a)-convex at s’, then it is both (3, p, 0)- 
quasiconvex and (3, p, 8)-pseudoconvex at S*, if F is (3, p, Q)-quasiconvex at S*, then it is 
prestrictly (3, p, 0)-quasiconvex at S’, and if F is strictly (3, p, 8)-pseudoconvex at S*, then it 
is (3, p, 8)-quasiconvex at S*. 
In the proofs of the duality theorems, sometimes it may be more convenient to use certain 
alternative but equivalent forms of the above definitions. These are obtained by considering the 
contrapositive statements. For example, (3, p, 0)-quasiconvexity can be defined in the following 
equivalent way. 
F is said to be (3, p, 8)-quasiconvex at S* if for each S E A”, 
3(s,s*;~F(s*)) > -Pd2(e(s,s*)) 3 F(S) > F(s*). 
As pointed out earlier, the notion of convexity for set functions was initially defmed by Mor- 
ris [15], which was later extended for n-set functions by Corley [14]. Subsequently, various 
generalizations of convexity for set and n-set functions were presented in [12,17,23,26-281. More 
specifically, quasiconvexity and pseudoconvexity for set functions were defined in [26], and for 
n-set functions in [27]; generalized pconvexity for n-set functions was defined in [12], (3, p)- 
convexity in [17], b-vexity in [23], and (3, cr, p, 0)- v convexity in 1281. Prestrict quasiconvexity - 
for point-functions was originally considered in [29]. For predecessors and point-function coun- 
terparts of these convexity concepts, the reader is referred to the original papers where the 
extensions to set and n-set functions are discussed. A survey of recent advances in the area 
of generalized convex functions and their role in developing optimality conditions and duality 
relations for optimization problems is given in [30]. 
We next recall a set of necessary optimality conditions and other related results which form 
the basis for our discussion of sufficiency criteria and duality for (P). 
THEOREM 2.1. (See 1-121.) A ssume that Fi, Gi, i E p, and Hj, j E 9, are differentiable at S” E A”, 
and that there exists S E A” such that 
Hj (S”) + 2 (DkHj (So) 7 ~3, - XS~ ) < 0, jcq. (2.3) 
k=l 
If 5’” is an optimal solution of (P), then there exist u” E U, v“ E II%:, and X” E R such that 
k”P [Dkfi (So) - X”D/cGi (SO)] + eV;DkHj (SO), XS, - xs,o 2 0, 
i=l j=l (2.4) 
for all Sk E I%, k E 14, 
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up [Fi (So) - X”Gi (SO)] = 0, iEp _, (2.5) 
Vj”Hj (SO) = 0, j E g, (2.6) 
where U = {u E lR$ : c%, ui = l} and WP, denotes the nonnegative orthant of lR*. 
For brevity, we shall henceforth refer to an S” E P satisfying (2.3) as a regular feasible solution 
of (P). 
It is easily seen that one obtains the following parameter-free version of Theorem 2.1 by elimi- 
nating the parameter X” and redefining the multipliers associated with the inequality constraints. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that Fi,Gi, i E p_, and Hj, j E 9, are differentiable at S E An. If S is 
a regular optimal solution of(P), then there exist u* E U and v* E JR: such that 
uf [l?(s*,u*) DkFi (S*) - ci, (S*,u*) DkGi (S*)] 
\i=l 
4 
+ c v;uj*D& (9) , xs, - xs; 2 o, for all Sk E 
j=l 
U: [I? (S*y IL*) Fi (S*) - @ (S*, u*) Gi (S”)] = 0, 
v;Hj (S’) = 0, j E q, 
where @(S*,u*) = Cbl ufFi(S*) and I’(S*,u*) = Cycl utGi(S*). 
Finally, we state a lemma that provides an alternative expression 
of(P). 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [12].) For each S E an, one has 
(2.7) 
i E 21, (2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
for the objective function 
Fi(s) 
1y*yp Gi(S) = max UELJ 
fi uiF’(s) 
i=l 
fi uLiGi(S) . 
i=l 
3. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
In this section, we present a fairly large number of sets of sufficient optimality conditions for (P) 
under a variety of generalized (F’, p, 0)- convexity assumptions. We begin by introducing some 
notation. 
Let the functions fi(.,S*,u*), i E p, f(.,S*,u*), and h(.,v*) : An --) JR be defined, for fked 
S*~lF’,u*~U,andv*~W~,by 
fi (T, S*,u*) = I? (S*,u*) Fi(T) - @ (S’, u’) Gi(T), i E p, 
f(T,S*,u*) = eu:[I’(S*,u*)FI(T)--@(S*,u*)Gi(T)], 
i=l 
and 
h(T,v*) =&H,(T). 
j=l 
For given u* E U and v” E R”+, let I+(u*) = {i E p_ : u,’ > 0) and J+(v*) = {j E 4 : w; > 0). 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let S E F with Fi(S*) 2 0, i E p, and assume that Fj,Gi, i E p, and Hj, j E Q, 
are differentiable at S, and that there exist u* E U and u* E lR! such that 
S,S*;f:~f[r(S*,~*)DF~(S*)-(P(S*,21-)DGi(S*)]+~2);DH~(S*) 20, 
i=l j=l (3.1) 
for all S E F, 
IL; [I’ (S*, u*) Fi (S*) - 4) (S*, u*) G; (S*)] = 0, i E p, (3.2) 
Fi (s*) 
1ygfp Gi(S’) = 
a (S*,u*) 
r (S’, u*) ’ (3.3) 
v;Hj (S*) = 0, j (5 g, (3.4) 
where 3(S, S*; .) : L;(X, A, p) + Iw is a sublinear function. Assume, furthermore, that any one 
of the following three sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(a) (i) for each i E p, Fi is (3,&,,8)-convex and -Gi is (.F,&,8)-convex at S*; 
(ii) for each j E J+ E J+(v*), Hi is (3, /3j, 0)-quasiconvex at S*; 
(iii) p* + &+ vj*13j > 0, where p* = Cy=‘=, u~[l?(S*,~*)& + @(S*,U*)&]; 
(b) (i) for each i E p, Fi is (3, &, 8)-convex and -Gi is (F, j+, 0)-convex at S*; 
(ii) h(., w*) is (3,6,8)-quasiconvex at S*; 
(iii) p’ + fi 2 0; 
(c) (i) the Lagrangian-type function 
R+ L(R,S, U*,~*)=~:U~[I’(S*,~*)F,(R)-@(S*,~’)G~(R)]+‘&;H,(R) 
i=l j=l 
is (3,0,0)-pseudoconvex at S. 
Then S’ is an optimal solution of(P). 
PROOF. Let S be an arbitrary feasible solution of (P). 
(a) From (3.4), it follows that for each j E J+, Hj (S) < 0 5 Hj (S*), which in view of (ii) 
implies that 
3(S, S*; DHj (S*)) 5 -fij d2 (0 (S, S*)) . 
Since V* 2 0, vj* = 0 for each j E g \ J+, and 3(S, S*; ,) is sublinear, we deduce from the above 
inequalities that 
3 s,s*&;DHj(S*) < - c v;jjd2(qS,qe 
j=l EJ+ 
Prom the sublinearity of 3(S, S*; .) and (3. .) it is clear that 
3 S,S’&L~ [r(S*,u*)DFi(S*) - @(S*,U*) DGi(S*)] 
i=l 
4-F s,s; 
C 
v;DHj (s*) ) 2 0. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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Keeping in mind that U* 2 0, G(S*,u*) 10, and I’(S+,u*) > 0, we have 
r(S*,u*)&F,(S) 
i=l 
P 
- Q, (s*, IL*) f: u,tGJS) 
i=l 
P 
= r (s*, u*) cu; [Fi(S) - Fi (S’)] - @(S*, u*) x4 [Gi(S) - Gi (S*)] (by (3.2)) 
i=l i=l 
2 I’ (S*, u*) 2 U; [F (S, S*; DFi(S*)) + ,& d2 (0 (S, S”))] 
i=l 
+ @ (S*, u*) 2 U; [F (S, S*; -DGi (S*)) + ,& d2 (0 (S, S*))] 
i=l 
(by (9) 
LF S,S*;&~(S’,U*)DFI(S*)-@(S*,u*)DGi(S*)] 
( i=l 
+ 2 u; [I’ (S*, u*) pi + @ (S*, u’) bi] d2 (0 (S, S*)) 
i=l 
(by the sublinearity of .F (S, S ; .)) 
(3.7) 
2 -F S, S*; eu;DHj (S*) + p* d2 (0 (S, S*)) 
j=l 
2 (/‘*+&+5) d2W,S*)) (by (3.5)) 
(by (3.6)) 
20 (by (iii)). 
Now using Lemma 2.1, (3.7), and (3.3), we see that 
5 uiFi(S) 
q!(S) E ,lm&cp $$ = nlcF i;l (by Lemma 2.1) 
-- z 
C u&(S) 
i=l 
5 ufFi(S) 
1 
i=l 
5 U;Gi(S) 
> @(S*,u*) 
- rpru*) (by (3.7)) 
i=l 
= 4 (se) (by (3.3)) 
Since S E F was arbitrary, we conclude from the above inequality that S is an optimal solution 
of (P). 
(b) The proof is similar to that of Part (a). 
(c) In view of our (3,0,8)-pseudoconvexity assumption, (3.1) implies that L(S, S*, u*, v*) 1 
L(S*, S*,U*,V*) = 0, where’the equality follows from (3.2) and (3.4). Since 2r* 2 0 and S E IF, 
this inequality reduces to (3.7), and hence, the rest of the proof is identical to that of Part (a). 1 
In Theorem 3.1, separate (F,p, Q)-convexity conditions were imposed on the functions F, 
and -Gi, E p. It is also possible to place various generalized (F, p, +convexity requirements on 
certain combinations of these functions. This possibility will be amply demonstrated throughout 
the remainder of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S E F and assume that Fi, Gi, i E p_, and Hj, j E 2, are differentiable at S*, 
and that there exist u* E U and V* E llV$ such that (3.1)-(3.4) hold. Assume, furthermore, that 
any one of the following six sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(4 0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
. . . 
(d) (l;:; 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(f) (i) 
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f(., S*, u*) is (F, p, @-pseudoconvex at 9; 
for each j E J+ E J+(v*), Hj is (F, bj, O)-quasiconvex at S*; 
P+ CjEJ Vj+/3j 2 Oi 
f(., 9, u*j is (9, p, 8)-pseudoconvex at S*; 
h(., v*) is (F, 6, @-quasiconvex at s*; 
p+/520; 
f(., S*, u*) is prestrictly (3, p, 8)-quasiconvex at S*; 
for each j E J+, Hj is (F, pj, 6’)-quasiconvex at S; 
B + CjcJ+ vj’Pj > O; 
f(., S*, u*) is prestrictly (F, p, f?)-quasiconvex at S*; 
h(., v*) is (F, p, 0)-quasiconvex at S*; 
p+p>o; 
f(., S*, u*) is prestrictly (F, p, Q)-quasiconvex at S*; 
for each j E J+, Hj is strictly (F, pj, 8)-pseudoconvex at S*; 
P + CjEJ+ Vj*Pj L O; 
f(., S*, u*) is prestrictly (F, p, B)-quasiconvex at S*; 
h(., v*) is strictly (.?, p, 0)-pseudoconvex at S’; 
p+pro. 
Then S* is an optimal solution of (P). 
PROOF. Let S be an arbitrary feasible solution of (P). 
(4 As shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1, our hypothesis in (ii) leads to (3.5), which 
when combined with (3.6) yields 
F S,S*;&[r(S”$)DF,(S*)-Q(S*,u*)DGi(S*)] 
( i=l 1 
> C wj*pjd2(f9(S,S*)) 2 -pd2(e(s,s*)), 
jEJt 
where the second inequality follows from (iii). By (i), this implies that f(S, S”, u’) 1 
f(s’, S*, u*). But because of (3.2), f(S*, S*, u*) = 0 and so we have 
which leads, as seen in the proof of Theorem 3.1, to the conclusion that S* is an 
optimal solution of (P). 
(b) 
(cl 
The proof is similar to that of Part (a). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Part ( a , we obtain the first inequality of (3.8). Thus, ) 
in view of (iii), we have 
F S,9;~~f[I’(S*,U’)DFi(S’)-(P(S*,u*)DGi(S*)] 
( 
>-pd2(6’(S,S*)), 
i=l ) 
which by virtue of (i) implies that f(S,S*,u*) > f(S*,S*,u*). But from (3.2) it is 
clear that f(S*, S’, u*) = 0, and hence, we have 
kuf[r(S*,u*)F,(S)-@(S*,u*)Gi(S)] 20, 
i=l 
which leads, as seen in the proof of Theorem 3.1, to the conclusion that S’ is an 
optimal solution of (P). 
(4-N The proofs are similar to that of Part (c). 
(3.8) 
I 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let s’ E P and assume that Fi,Gi, i E p, and Hj, j E g, are differentiable at S’, 
and that there exist u* E U and v* E W”+ such that (3.1)-(3.4) hold. Assume, furthermore, that 
any one of the following six sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(a) :: . . 
(itf, 
(b) Fi 
. . 
(if f, 
(c) (? 
. . 
(itf, 
(d) 6) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(e) Fi 
,. 
(if:) 
(f) 8 
. . 
(it f, 
for each i E I+ = I+(u*), fi(., S, 2~*) is (3, pi, @-pseudoconvex at S*; 
for each j E J+ E J+(v*), Hj is (.T,pjij, @-quasiconvex at S; 
p” + CjCJ+ V;jj > 0, where p” = CiEI+ u2f&; 
for each i E I+, fi(., S’, u”) is (3, pi, kJ)-pseudoconvex at S*; 
h(., v*) is (3, p, 8)quasiconvex at S*; 
P0 +p 2 0; 
for each i E I+, fd(., S*, u*) is prestrictly (3, pi, 6)-quasiconvex at S*; 
for each j E J+, Hj is (.T’, pj, 0)-quasiconvex at S; 
P” + CjcJ+ ‘j*Pj > O; 
for each i E I+, fi(., S”, u*) is prestrictly (3, pi, 8)-quasiconvex at S*; 
h(., v*) is (3, p, fY)-quasicorkex at S’; 
p”+F>O; 
for each i E I+, fi(., S*, IL*) is prestrictly (3, pi, 8)-quasiconvex at S’; 
for each j E J+, Hj is strictly (3, &, 0)-pseudoconvex at 5”; 
P” + CjeJ+ Vj*pj 1 O; 
for each i E I+, fi(., S*, u*) is prestrictly (3, pi, Qquasiconvex at S; 
h(., v*) is strictly (3, fi, 8)-pseudoconvex at S*; 
p” +fi 2 0. 
Then 5” is an optimal solution of (I’). 
PROOF. 
(a) Suppose to the contrary that S* is not an optimal solution of (P). Then there exists s E IF 
such that d(s) < $(S*). Using (3.3), we can express this inequality as 
max Fi (!, < @ (S*ru*) 
15%~ Gi (S) r (S*,21*) ’ 
and hence, 
r(S*,u*)F@) -Q,(S*,u*)Gi(S) <O, i Ep. _ 
Therefore, using (3.2) we see that for each i E I+, 
l?(S*,u*)Fi(++(S*,u*)Gi(S) <O=r(st,u*)Fi(S*)-@(S*,u*)Gi(Sf), 
which in view of (i) implies that 
3 (3, S*; r (S*, u*) DFi (57) - @ (S*,u*) DG( (S*)) < --& d2 (0 (3, S*)) . 
Since U* 2 0, uf = 0 for each i E g \ I+, CiC1+ ua = 1, and 3(s, S; .) is sublinear, the above 
inequalities yield 
3 s,S*;~u;[I’(SL,u*)DF.(S*)-@(S*,u*)DGi(S*)] 
( i=l 1 
< - c ?_LTPi d* (e (3, s*)) . 
%I+ 
(3.9) 
NOW adding (3.5), which holds for the present case because of (ii), to (3.9) and using the sublin- 
earity of 3(s, S*; .), and (iii), we obtain 
3 s,S*;~~~[r(S*,ZLI)DF~(SI)--Q(S*,21*)DGi(S*)]+~v;DHj(S*) 
( kl j=l i 
<- (F+jgv;fij) d2(e(S,s*)) 50, 
which contradicts (3.1). Hence, S’ is an optimal solution of (P), 
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(b) The proof is similar to that of Part (a). 
(c) Suppose to the contrary that S* is not an optimal solution of (P). As shown in the proof 
of Part (a), this supposition leads to the inequalities fi(s,S*,u*) < fi (S*,S*,u*), i E I+, for 
some 3 E F. By (i), this implies that for each i E I+, 
L= (3, S*; r (S*,u*) DFi (9) - Cp (S*, u’) DGi (S*)) 5 ---pi d2 (0 (3, S*)) . 
Since u* 2 0, uf = 0 for each i E p \ I+, CiEI+ u,’ = 1, and F(g, S*; .) is sublinear, the above 
inequalities yield 
S,S*;~~~[~(S*,U*)DF,(S*)-QI(S* , u*) DGi (S*)] 5 - c u;pi d2 (0 (a!?, S*)) . 
i=l. iEI+ 
Now adding this inequality to (3.5), which is valid because of our hypothesis in (ii), and using 
the sublinearity of F(s, S*; s), and (iii), we obtain 
F S,S.;~~~[~(S*,UI)DF~(S*)-~(S*,~*)DG~(S*)~+~~~DH)(S*) 
( i=l j=l ) 
I-- (f’“+j~+3) d2(e(S,s*)) <o, 
which contradicts (3.1). Hence, S* is an optimal solution of (P). 
(d)-(f) The proofs are similar to that of Part (c). I 
We close this section by briefly indicating how certain variants of Theorem 3.3 can be generated 
by partitioning the index sets I+ and J+ and imposing different generalized (3, p, @-convexity 
requirements on different collections of the functions fii(., S* , u*) and Hj corresponding to disjoint 
subsets of I+ and J+. 
Let {Il+,Iz+} and {JI+, Jz+} be partitions of I+ and J+, respectively. 
The next theorem can be viewed as a variant of Part (a) of Theorem 3.3. In a similar fashion, 
one can formulate appropriately modified versions of the other parts of this theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 5” E F and assume as in Theorem 3.3. Furthermore, aSSume that the 
following conditions hold: 
(4 6) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
for each i E II+, fi(.,S*,u*) is (3,&,0)-p seu d oconvex at S*, and for each i E Iz+, 
fi(., S*,U*) is prestrictly (3, pi, @-quasiconvex at S’; 
for each j E Jl+, Hj is (F, /3j, Q)-quasiconvex at S*, and for each j E J2+, Hj is 
strictly (F’, pj, 8)-pseudoconvex at S’; 
CM+ Uf& + CjeJ+ Vj*pj > 0; 
II+ # 0, or J2+ # 0, or CiEl+ uf/% + CjEJ+ $Pj > 0. 
Then S is an optimal solution of (I’). 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. I 
4. GENERALIZED SUFFICIENCY CRITERIA 
In this section, we formulate and discuss several collections of generalized sufficiency results 
for (P) with the help of a partitioning scheme originally proposed in [25] for constructing gener- 
alized dual problems for nonlinear programs with point-functions. 
Let {JO, 51,. . . , Jm} be a partition of the index set 4; thus J, c 9 for each T E (0, 1, . . . , m}, 
J, n J, = 0 for each T, s E (0, 1, . . . , m} with T # s, and Uy=“=, J, = q. In addition, we shall - 
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make use of the functions ~~(.,S*,‘LL*,~*),~(.,S*,U*,~*), and &(.,v*) : A” -+ R defined, for 
fixed S*,u*, and II*, by 
and 
A, (T, v*) = c vj’J$(T), tEmU{O}. 
jEJt 
Using these sets and functions, we next state and prove a number of generalized sufficiency 
results for (P). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S* E IF and assume that Fi,Gi, i E p, and Hj, j E g, are differentiable at S*, 
and that there exist u* E U and v* E IR! such that (3.1)-(3.4) hold. Assume, furthermore, that 
any one of the following four sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(a) (i) a(., S*, IL*, v*) is (F, p, O)-pseudoconvex at S*; 
(ii) for each t E 114, At(., v*) is (F’, fit, O)-quasiconvex at S*; 
(iii) p + CL1 fit L 0; 
(b) (i) Q(., S, 2~*, v*) is prestrictly (F’, p, @-quasiconvex at S; 
(ii) for each t E rn, At(., v*) is strictly (F, &, 8)-pseudoconvex at S; 
(iii) p + CL1 Pt 2 0; 
(c) (i) Q(., S*, u*, v*) is prestrictly (3, p, @-quasiconvex at S’; 
(ii) for each t E 214, At(., v*) is (F, &, O)-quasiconvex at S*; 
(iii) p + CL1 it > 0; 
(d) (i) Q(., s*, 2~*, v*) is prestrictly (3, j5, t9)-quasiconvex at S*; 
(ii) for each t E zl, A&, v*) is (E in, 0)-q uasiconvex at S, and for each t E z2 # B, 
At(., v’) is strictly (F, ,&, 8)-pseudoconvex at S*, where {zl, mz} is a partition of 2; 
(iii) p + CL, Pt 2 0. 
Then S’ is an optimal solution of (F’). 
PROOF. 
(a) Let, S be an arbitrary feasible solution of (P). First, we observe that due to the 
sublinearity of F(S, S*; .), it follows from (3.1) that 
S,Sa;~(LT[r(S*,u*)DFI(S*)-Q(S*,u*)DG~(S*)]+~w~DXJ(S1) 
i=l iGJ0 
(4.1) 
+F s,s*;g c Vj*DHj (s*) 
t=l jcJt 
Since O* >_ 0 and S E IF, it follows from (3.4) that for each t E m, 
‘t(S,v*) = C vj’Hj(S) 5 0 = C Vj”Hj(S*) = ht(S*,~*), 
XJt jEJt 
which in view of (ii) implies that for each t E m, 
s, s*; C v;mq(s*) 5 -ptd2(e(s, s*)), 
jGJt 
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and so using the sublinearity of F(S, S; +), we get 
3 ( s,s*;g &;DHj(s*) &&TP(B(s,s*)). t=1 jCJ, ) t=1 (4.2) 
From (4.1) and (4.2) we see that 
F S,S*;f:uf [r(S*,u*)DF,(S*) -@(S*,u*)DGi(i*)] + c w;DHj (S*) 
i=l jEJ0 
2 ~Ptd2(e(s,s*H 1 -Pd2(e(s,s*)), 
t=1 
where the second inequality follows from (iii). By (i), this implies that Q(S, S*, u*, 
v*) 2 Q(S*,S*,U*,V*). But because of (3.2) and (3.4), Q(S*,S*,u*,w*) = 0, and 
thus, we have that 9(S, S*,u*,u*) 2 0. Since v* 2 0 and S E P, this inequality 
reduces to 
-& [r(S*,u*)Fi(S) - ‘P(S*,u*)Gi(S)] 2 0, 
i=l 
which leads, as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1, to the conclusion that S* is an 
optimal solution of (P). 
(b)-(d) Th P f e roo s are similar to that of Part (a). I 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S* E I? and assume that Fi, Gi, i E 22, and Hj, j E 9, axe differentiable at S*, 
and that there exist u* E U and v* E Ii%“+ such that (3.1)-(3.4) hold. Assume, furthermore, that 
any one of the following seven sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(a) ((7 . . (i) 
(b) 6) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(c) (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(d) (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(e) (i) 
(‘iii; 
(f) (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
for each i E I+ = I+(U*), *i(., S*, u*, v*) is (3, pi, 0)-pseudoconvex at S*; 
for each t E m, A,(., v*) is (F, &, 8)-quasiconvex at S*; 
CW+ U;Pi + Cr=, fit 2 0; 
for each i E I+, Qli(., S’, IL*, v*) is prestrictly (F, pi, @-quasiconvex at S*; 
for each t E m_z, A,(., v*) is strictly (9, pt, @-pseudoconvex at S’; 
CiEI+ uapi + cz”=, I& L 0; 
for each i E I+, Qli(., S’, u*, v*) is prestrictly (F, j%, 8)-quasiconvex at S*; 
for each t E m_z, At(., v*) is (F, ,&, 8)-quasiconvex at S*; 
CiEI+ ufj% + cl”=, fit > 0; 
for each i E II+, Qi(., S*,U*,V*) is (F, pi,e)-p seudoconvex at S, and for each i E 
Iz+, Qi(., S*, u*, v*) is prestrictly (F, pi, 0)-quasiconvex at S*, where {II+, 124) is a 
partition of I+ ; 
for each t E VI, A,(., v*) is strictly (3, &, @-pseudoconvex at S’; 
CW, gpi + cz”=, Pt 2 0; 
for each i E 11+ # 0, S,(., S*, u*, v*) is (3, pi, @-pseudoconvex at S*, and for each 
i E I~+, S,(., s*,u*, w*) is prestrictly (F,pi,@-quasiconvex at S*, where {Il+,lz+} 
is a partition of I+; 
for each t E 114, At(.,u*) is (F, &, 8)-quasiconvex at S*; 
CiE*+ u;pi + cl”=, Pt 2 0; 
for each i E I+, Qi(., S*, u*, v*) is prestrictly (F, pi, 8)-quasiconvex at S*; 
for each t E rn, # 0, At(., IJ*) is strictly (3, &, @-pseudoconvex at S*, and for each 
t E m,, At(., v*) is (F, &, 0)-quasiconvex at S’, where {ml, nz2} is a partition of 124; 
&El+ “;pi + CL1 fit 2 0; 
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(g) (9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Then S’ is 
PROOF. 
(a) 
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for each i E II+, Qi (. , S' , u*, u*) is (3, pi, 0)-pseudoconvex at S*, and for each i 6 Is+, 
ali(., S’, IL*, v*) is prestrictly (3, pi, B)-quasiconvex at S*, where {II+, 12+} is a par- 
tition of I+; 
for each t E v_xl, A,(., u*) is strictly (3, &, @-pseudoconvex at S, and for each t E VI,, 
k(.,v*) is (3,L 0)-q uasiconvex at S*, where {m1,m2} is a partition of 3; 
CiEI+ UzPi + Cl”=, Ft 2 0; 
II+ # 0, or 1141 # 0, or CiGl+ u,*Pi + CZ”=, i% > 0. 
an optimal solution of (P). 
Suppose to the contrary that S’ is not optimal for (P). As seen in the proof of Theo- 
rem 3.4, this supposition leads to the inequalities P(S*, u*)F~(S) -@(S*, u*)Gi(S) < 
0, i E p_, for some S E IF. Since v* > 0 and S, s’ E P, it follows from these inequalities, 
(3.2), and (3.4) that for each i E I+, 
~i(S,S*,U*,U*)=r(S*,U*)F,(S)-~(S*,u*)Gi(S)+C~~H~(S) 
jE.Jo 
<I’(S*,U*)Fi(S)-Q,(S*,U*)Gi(S) 
<r(S*,21*)Fi(S*)-~(S*,u*)Gi(S*) 
=r(S*,u*)Ft(S*)-cP(S*,u*)Gi(S*)+ c w;Hj(S*) 
jEJ0 
= ~‘i(S*,S*,U*,w*), 
which by (i) implies that 
3 S,S*;I’(S*,w*) DFi (S*) - @(S*,U*) DGi (S*) + c vj*DHj (S*) 
jCJ0 
< -Pid2 (O(S,S*)). 
Since u* 2 0, u,’ = 0 for each i E p \ I+, CieI+ IL: = 1, and 3(S, S*; .) is sublinear, 
the above inequalities yield 
3 ~~S*~~U~[I’(S*~U*)DF~(S*)--~~(S*,U*)DG~(S*)]+ CU~DH~(S*) 
i=l j~Jt1 
< - C U,“pi d2 (0 (S, S*)) 
iEIc 
Now adding this inequality to (4.2), which is valid for the present case due to our 
assumption in (ii), and using the sublinearity of 3(S, S*; .), and (iii), we obtain 
3 S,S*;eu;[r(S*,u*)oF.(s*) - @(s*,t~*)DG~(s*)] + &~I;DH~(s*) 
i=l j=l 
which contradicts (3.1). Hence, S* is an optimal solution of (P). 
(b)-(g) The proofs are similar to that of Part (a). 
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Evidently, in the above theorem, Part (g) includes all the preceding parts as special cases. 
They are stated separately for the sake of clarity. This practice will be followed in all other 
similar situations in the sequel involving nested partitions. 
Each one of the eleven sets of conditions specified in the foregoing theorems can be viewed as a 
collection of sufficiency results for (P). Their special cases can easily be identified by appropriate 
choices of the partitioning sets J,., T = 0, 1, . . . , m. We illustrate this possibility by stating 
explicitly some important special cases of Part (a) of Theorem 4.2. They are gathered in the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let S E F and assume that Fi,Gi, i E p, and Hj, j E g, are differentiable 
at S, and that there exist u* E U and v* E W”+ such that (3.1)-(3.4) hold. Assume, furthermore, 
that any one of the following five sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(a) for each i E I+ = I+(u*), the function T -+ P(S*,u*)Fi(T) - @(S*,u*)Gi(T) is (F,pi,0)- 
pseudoconvex at S, the function T + C,“=, v;Hj(T) is (F-, fi, 8)-quasiconvex at S, and 
CiG1, u;& + p > 0; 
(b) for each i E I+, T + I’(S*,u*)Fi(T) - @(S*, u*)Gi(T) + Cg,, vj*Hj(T) is (F, pi, O)- 
pseudoconvex at S and Ciel+ utpi 2 0; 
(c) for each i E I+, T -+ I’(S*,u*)Fi(T) - @(S*,u*)Gi(T) is (9,pi,8)-pseudoconvex at S’, 
for each j E q, T -+ v;Hj is (.F, &, 0)-quasiconvex at S*, and CiEI+ ufpi + C:=i j5j 2 0; 
(d) for each i E I+, T -+ I’(S*,u*)Fi(T) - @(S*, u*)Gi(T) is (F, pi, 0)-pseudoconvex at S, 
for each t E 111, T -+ Cj,_J, v;Hj(T) is (F, ,&, 0)-quasiconvex at S, and Ciel+ u5pi + 
cc”=, pt 2 0; 
(e) for each i E I+, T -+ I’(S*,u*)F,(T) - cP(S*,u*)Gi(T) + CjeJ,v;Hj(T) is (5=,&G)- 
pseudoconvex at 9, T --f C. 3EJ1 v;Hj(T) is (F’, p, 8)-quasiconvex at S*, and CiEI+ of&+ 
t? 2 0. 
Then S is an optimal solution of (P). 
PROOF. In Part (a) of Theorem 4.2, let (a) J1 = j, (b) Jo = g, (c) m = q and Jt = {t}, t E 9, 
(d) Jo = 0, (e) Jt = 0 for t = 2,3, . . . , m. I 
Comparing Parts (a) and (c) of the above corollary, we see that they represent two extreme 
cases with regard to the (.F,p, 0)-q uasiconvexity assumption in the sense that in (a) all the 
functions vj* Hj are lumped together, whereas in (c) separate (r’, &, 0)-quasiconvexity conditions 
are imposed on the individual functions. It is also possible to devise sufficiency conditions that 
lie between these two extremes. For example, one may consider the following variant of Part (a): 
(a) for each i E I+, T + I’(S*,u*)Fi(T) - (a(S*,u*)Gi(T) is (3,&,0)-pseudoconvex at S”, 
T-,X. jEJl uTHj(T)is(F,p,8)-qu&convexatS*,foreachj E Jz,T -+ v;Hj is(.F,ljj,f?)- 
quasiconvex at S, and ‘&+ u5pi+p+CjeJ,/5j 20, where{Ji,Jz}isapartitionofq. 
In a similar manner, one can identify numerous special cases and variants of the other ten sets 
of sufficient optimality conditions given in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
Next, we present several sets of sufficiency results for (P) that are different from those con- 
sidered previously. These results involve generalized (F‘, p, 8)-convexity assumptions placed on 
different combinations of the functions T -+ vj’Hj(T) and T -+ I’(s’, u*)Fi(T) - @(S*, u*)Gi(T) 
arising from a partition of the index set p. 
Let {1e,Ji,... , Ik} be a partition of p.uch that K = {O,l,. . , k} c M E (0, 1, . . , m}, and 
let the function &(.,S*,u*,v*) : A” -+ JR be defined, for fixed S*, u*, and u*, by 
~~,(T,S*,~*,~*)=C~~[~(S*,~~*)F,(T)-~(S*,~*)G,(T)]+CV;H~(T), t E K. 
iEIt jGJt 
THEOREM 4.3. Let S* E F and assume that Fi,Gi, i E 2, and Hj, j E g, axe differentiable 
at S*, and that there exist u* E U, u* > 0, and v* E W”+ such that (3.1)-(3.4) hold. Assume 
furthermore that any one of the following seven sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(a) (i) for each t E K, II,(.,S*, u*, TJ*) is (F’, Pt, 8)-pseudoconvex at S’; 
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(ii) for each t E M \ K, At(., w*) is (F, ot, O)-quasiconvex at S’; 
(iii) CtEM pt 2 0; 
(b) (i) for each t E K, I&(*, S*, u*, w*) is prestrictly (.F, pt, @-quasiconvex at S*; 
(ii) for each t E M \ K, A,(., v*) is strictly (F, Pt, @-pseudoconvex at S*; 
(iii) CteM it 2 0; 
(c) (i) for each t E K, l&(., S*, u*, v’) is prestrictly (F, it, B)-quasiconvex at S; 
(ii) for each t E M \ K, At(., v*) is (F, pt, 8)-quasiconvex at S*; 
(iii) CtGM pt > 0; 
(d) (i) for each t E KI, I&(., X*, u*, II”) is (3, pt, O)-pseudoconvex at S, and for each t E Kz, 
l&(., X*,U*, II*) is prestrictly (F, pt, 8)-quasiconvex at S*, where {Kl, KS} is a parti- 
tion of K; 
(ii) for each t E M \ K, &(.,u*) is strictly (3, ptr f3)-pseudoconvex at S*; 
(iii) CtsM pt L 0; 
(e) (i) for each t E Kl # 0, l&(*,X*, u*, u*) is (;F, pt, 8)pseudoconvex at S*, and for each 
t E Kz, l&(., X*, IL*, ?I*) is prestrictly (F, pt, 8)-quasiconvex at S*, where {Kl, Kz} is 
a partition of K; 
(ii) for each t E M \ K, A,(., v*) is (3, pt, 8)-quasiconvex at S”; 
(iii) CtEM pt 2 0; 
(f) (i) for each t E K, I&(., S*, u*, v*) is prestrictly (F, pt, B)-qussiconvex at S*; 
(ii) for each t E (M \ K)I # 0, A,(.,v*) is strictly (3, ot, 8)-pseudoconvex at S’, and for 
each t E (M\K)z, At(.,v*) is (F,p,,O)-q ussiconvex at s*, where {(M\K)I, (M\K)z} 
is a partition of M \ K; 
(iii) CtEM pt Z 0; 
(g) (i) for each t E KI, I&(.,X*, u*, w*) is (3, pt, @-pseudoconvex at S, and for each t E Kz, 
l& (. , X* , U* , w*) is prestrictly (F, Pt, 8)-quasiconvex at S*, where { KI , Kz} is a parti- 
tion of K; 
(ii) for each t E (M \ K)l, At(., v”) is strictly (F, pt, O)-pseudoconvex at S, and for each 
t E (M \ K)2, A&u*) is (QO)-q uasiconvex at S*, where {(M \ K),, (M \ K)z} 
is a partition of M \ K; 
(iii) CtEMpt 2 0; 
(iv) KI # 0, or CM \ WI # 0, or CtEM Pt > 0. 
Then S is an optimal solution of(P). 
PROOF. 
(a) Suppose to the contrary that S* is not an optimal solution of (P). As seen in the 
proof of Theorem 3.4, this supposition leads to the inequalities 
I’(S*+*)F@) -Q(S*,u*)G;(S) <o, i “El 
for some S E F. Since IL* > 0, these inequalities yield 
c uf [r (S”, u*) Fi (3) - Qi (S*, u*) Gi (S)] < 0, t E K, (4.3) 
iEIt 
and so we have for each t E K, 
l-b (%S*,u*,v*) = Cur [I'(S*,u*) Fi (3) - 4?(S*,u*)Gi (S)] + c v;Hj (S) 
iEIt jEJt 
<~u;(I’(S*,U*)F~(S*)-@(S*,U*)G~(S*)]+~W;H~(S*) 
iEIt jEJt 
(by (3.2), (3.4), and (4.3)) 
=l-It(S*,S*,U*,w*), 
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which in view of (i) implies that for each t E K, 
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< -& d2 (e (S, s*)) . 
Adding these inequalities and using the sublinearity of 3(S, S; .), we get 
3 S, S*; 2 UT [I’ (S*, u’) DFi (S*) - @ (S*, IL*) DGi (S’)] + C C VTDHj (S*) 
i=l tEK j~Jt ) 
< - c pt d2 (0 (S, S*)) . 
tcK 
Now combining this inequality with (4.2), which is valid for the present case because 
of (ii), and using the sublinearity of 3(S, S*; e), and (iii), we obtain 
s,S~;~21:[r(S*,U*)DF~(S~)-~(S*,U*)DG((S*)]+~DHj(S’) 
i=l j=l 
< - c pt d2 (0 (s, s’)) 5 0, 
teM 
which contradicts (3.1). Hence, S is an optimal solution of (P). 
(b)-(g) Th P f e roo s are similar to that of Part (a). I 
Following the process employed in generating Corollary 4.1, one can easily identify numer- 
ous special cases and variants of the seven families of sufficient optimality conditions given in 
Theorem 4.3. 
5. DUALITY MODEL 
In this section, we study the following duality model for (P): 
P 
I 
subject to 
C d’i(T) 
maximize $(T, u, v) = iy1 
C uiGi(T) ’ 
i=l 
S,T;~ZL~[I’(T,U)DF~(T) - @(T,u)DGi(T)] + evjDHj(T) 
i=l j=l 
for all S E A”, 
f: ui[P(T, u)&(T) - Q(T, u)G(T)] 1 0, 
i=l 
&H,(T) 2 0, 
j=l 
T E A”, u E u, v E Rp+, 
20, ) (5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
where 3(S, T; .) : LT(X, A, 1-1) + W is a sublinear function, and @ and I’ are as defined in Section 2. 
In the remainder of this paper, we assume that the functions Fi, Gi, i E p_, and Hj, j E g, are 
differentiable on An. Furthermore, we assume that @(T, u) 2 0 and I’(T, u) > 0 for all T E An 
and u E U such that (T, u, v) is a solution of the dual problem under consideration. 
The following two theorems show that (DI) is a dual problem for (P). 
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THEOREM 5.1. WEAK DUALITY. Let S and (T, U, V) be arbitrary feasible solutions of (P) 
and (DI), respectiveJy, and assume that any one of the foIlowing three sets of hypotheses is 
satisfied: 
(a) (i) for each i E p, Fi is (3, pi, 0)-convex and -Gi is (3, ii, @)-convex at T; 
(ii) for each j E g, Hi is (3, &, 8)-convex at T; 
(iii) p* + Cg,, wj/13 2 0, where p* = CT=, ui[I’(T, u)pi + (P(T, u)jii]; 
(b) (i) for each i E p_, Fi is (3, pi, e)- convex and -Gi is (3, ii, 0)-convex at T; 
(ii) the function R + Cg=, wjHj(R) is (3,p, 8)-quasiconvex at T; 
(iii) p* + j? 2 0; 
(c) (i) the Lagrangian-type function R + L(R,T,u,v) = CT=‘=, q[l?(T,u)Fi(R) - @(T,u) x 
G,(R)] + Cyzl vjHj(R) is (3,0,0)-pseudoconvex at T. 
Then 4(S) 2 $J(T, u, u). 
PROOF. 
(a) Keeping in mind that u 2 0, u 2 0, @(T,u) 2 0, and J?(T,u) > 0, we have 
W,u)@(S, u) - WY u)r(S, u) 
= r(T, u) 2 ui[Fi(S) - Fi(T)] - @(T, IL) 5 ui[Gi(S) - Gi(T)] 
i=l izl 
2 IV“, u) 2 ui [3(S, T; DFQ)) + pi d2(0(S, T))] 
i=l 
+ @(T,u) 5% [3(S,T; -DGi(T)) + ;id2(e(s,T))] (by (9) 
i=l 
2 3 S, T; f: ui[I’(T,u)DFi(T) - @(T, u)DGi(T)] 
i=l 
+ 5 Q [r(T, u)pi + @(T, u)&] d2(O(S, T)) 
i=l 
(by the sublinearity of 3(S, T; .)) 
2 -3 S,T;&DH,(T) +p*d2(6’(S,T)) 
j=l 
(by the sublinearity of 3(S, T; .) and (3.1)) 
(by (ii)) 
20 (by the primal feasibility of S, (5.3), and (iii)). 
Now using Lemma 2.1 and the above inequality, we see that 
5 aSi 
d(S) = p?$cp g = Ins? i;l (by Lemma 2.1) 
-- 2 
C aiGi(S) 
i=l 
(54 
> 
i$l d’i(s) > $I1 d%(T) 
C ‘1~iGi(S) - & uiGi(T) 
i=l 
= 4(T, u, v). 
(by (5.4)) 
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(b) Since S E F, v L 0, and (5.3) holds, it follows that 
&jHj(S) 5 0 < &jH,(T), 
j=l 
which in view of (ii) implies that 
j=l 
3 ( S,T&jDHj(T) 5 -jd2(e(s,T)). j=l ) (5.5) 
Now proceeding as in the proof of Part (a), we obtain 
r(T, U)@(S, U) - cP(T, U)r(s, U) 2 -F 
i 
s, T; &D&(T) + p* d2(8(S, T)) 
j=l 
2 (P* +a ~2P(~,~N (by (5.5)) 
>O (by (iii)), 
which is precisely (5.4), and hence, we conclude that 4(S) 1 $(T, u, w). 
(c) Because of our (F, 0,0)-pseudoconvexity hypothesis, (5.1) implies that L(S, T,u, IJ) > 
L(T, T, U, II). Prom (5.2) and (5.3), it is clear that the right-hand side of this inequality is greater 
than or equal to zero. Furthermore, we observe that vjHj(S) < 0 for each j E Q, because S E I!? 
and u 2 0. Consequently, this inequality reduces to 
f: u$(T, u)Fi(S) - @(T,u)Gi(S)] 2 0, 
i=l 
which is (5.4). As seen in the proof of Part (a), this inequality leads to the desired conclusion 
that 4(S) > ?1(T, u, v). I 
THEOREM 5.2. STRONG DUALITY. Let S* be a regular optimal solution of (P), let F(S, S*; 
DF(S*)) = C;=I(DkF(S*), xs, - xs;) for any differentiable function F : An ---f R and S E A”, 
and assume that any one of the three sets of hypotheses specified in Theorem 5.1 holds for all 
feasible solutions of (DI). Th en there exist U* E U and w* E W”+ such that (S*, u*, v*) is an 
optimal solution of (DI) and $(S*) = +(S*, u*, v*). 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, there exist U* E U and w* E W”+ such that (S*,U*,V*) is a feasible 
solution of (DI) and 4(S*) = +(S*,U*,V*). That (S*,U*,V*) is optimal for (DI) follows from 
Theorem 5.1. I 
We also have the following converse duality result for (P)-(DI). 
THEOREM 5.3. STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY. Let S* be a regular optimal solution of (P), let 
F(S, S*; DF(S*)) = C;=r(DkF(S*), xsk - xs;) for any differentiable function F : A” + Iw and 
S E An, let (S,G, 6) be an optimal solution of (DI), and assume that any one of the following 
three sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(4 
(b) 
the assumptions specified in Part (a) of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied for all feasible solutions 
of (DI), and Fi is strictly (F,jji, 8)-convex at S for at least one index i E p with the 
corresponding component 6i of ti positive, or -Gi is strictly (3, pi, @)-convex it S for at 
least one index i E 21 with 6i > 0 (and (a(,!?, ii) > 0), or Hj is strictly (3, pj, @)-convex at S 
for at least oneindexj E q withfij > 0, or CL, ~i[r(S,~)~i++(S,ii)~i]+Cq_l,j.,j > 0; 
the assumptions specified% Part (b) of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied for all feasible solutions 
of (DI), and Fi or -Gi satisfies the requirements described in (a) above, or the func- 
tion R -+ C,“=, fijHj(R) is strictly (3,p,0)-pseudoconvex at S, or ‘& iii[r(3,zl)& + 
qs, 6)/g] + p > 0; 
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(c) the assumption specified in Part (c) of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied for all feasible solutions 
of (DI], and the function R -+ Cb, i&[I’(S,C)F~(R) - @(S,G)Gi(R)] + C&1 VjHj(R) is 
strictly (F’, 0, 8)-pseudoconvex at 3. 
Then L? = S, that is, 3 is an optimal solution of (P), and c$(S*) = $(s, G, 5). 
PROOF. 
(a) Suppose to the contrary that ,‘? # S*. From Theorem 5.2, we know that there exist 
u* E U and V* E JR”+ such that (S*, u*, v*) is an optimal solution of (DI) and c#J(S*) = 
$(S*, u*, w*). Now proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (with S replaced by S* 
and (T,u,v) by (3, - u, 3))) we obtain d(S*) > $J(,!?, U, C), which contradicts the fact 
that c$(S*) = $(S*, u*, v*) = 4(,!?, fi, V). Hence, 3 = S*. 
(b) and (c) Th e p f roo s are similar to that of Part (a). I 
6. DUALITY MODEL II 
We next consider a variant of (DI) w h ose constraint structure allows for a wider range of 
generalized (3, p, 8)-convexity conditions under which duality can be established. This duality 
model has the following form: 
6 w&(T) 
maximize E(T, u, IJ) = ‘F1 
C uiGi(T) ’ 
i=l 
PII) 
subject to 
F S, T; 2 u$?(T, u)DFi(T) - cP(T, u)DGi(T)] + 2 qDHj(T) 2 0, 
i=l j=l (6.1) 
for all S E An, 
ui[r(T, u)E(T) - @(T, u)&(T)] 2 0, i E p, (6.2) 
vjHj(T) L 0, j E 91 (6.3) 
TEAM, u E u, VElq, 
where .F(S,T; .) : Ly(X,A,p) -+ B is a sublinear function, and + and r are as defined in 
Section 2. In this section, we use the functions fi(.,T,u), f(.,T,u), and h(.,v), which were 
defined in Section 3. 
We next establish weak, strong, and strict converse duality theorems for (P)-(DII) under a 
fairly large number of sets of generalized (F’, p, @)-convexity assumptions. 
THEOREM 6.1. WEAK DUALITY. Let S and (T, u, w) be arbitrary feasible solutions of (P) 
and (DII), respectively, and assume that any one of the following six sets of hypotheses is satis- 
fied: 
(a) (i) f(+, T, u) is (F, p, 8)-pseudoconvex at T; 
(ii) for each j E J+ G J+(V), Hj is (F’, &, @-quasiconvex at T; 
(iii) p + &+ vj& 2 0; 
(b) (i) f(., T, u) is (F’, p, 8)-pseudoconvex at T; 
(ii) h(., V) is (r, p, @-quasiconvex at T; 
(iii) p + p 2 0; 
(c) (i) f(., T, u) is prestrictly (F, p, 0)-quasiconvex at T; 
(ii) for each j E J+ , Hj is (9, j$, @-quasiconvex at T; 
(iii) p + CjEJ+ Vjpj > 0; 
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(d) (i) _f(., T, U) is prestrictly (3, p, 8)-quasiconvex at T; 
(ii) h(., V) is (F, b, B)-quasiconvex at T; . 
(iii) a + jj > 0; 
(e) (i) f(., T, u) is prestrictly (F, p, 8)-quasiconvex at T; 
(ii) for each j E J+, Hj is strictly (F, r?j, B)-pseudoconvex at T; 
(iii) /s + Cj~J+ Vjbj L 0; 
(f) (i) f(., T, u) is prestrictly (3, p, @-quasiconvex at T; 
(ii) h(., V) is strictly (F, fi, B)-pseudoconvex at T; 
(iii) p + p 2 0. 
Then 4(S) 1 C(T, u, v). 
PROOF. 
(a) Since S E F, it is clear from (6.3) that for each j E J+, Hj(S) < 0 5 Hj(T), which by 
virtue of (ii) implies that 
F(S,T; DHj(T)) 5 -,Ej d2(0(S,T)). 
Inasmuch a~ v 2 0, Vj = 0 for each j E g \ J+, and F(S, T; .) is sublinear, the above 
inequalities yield 
F S,T; f3ujDHj(T) 
( 1 
5 - C vjpj d2(0(S,T)). 
j=l jEJ+ 
From the sublinearity of F(S, T; .) and (6.1), it follows that 
(6.4) 
3: S, T; 2 u+,[J?(T, u)DF’(T) - Q(T, ~)llGi(T)] 
( ) ( 
+ 3 S, T; 2 vjDHj(T) 
1 
2 0. (6.5) 
i=l j=l 
From (6.4) and (6.5), we see that 
S,T; ~u~[I’(T,u)DF,(T) - @(T,u)DGi(T)] 2 c vj/3jd2(0(S,T)) 2 -pd2(0(S,T)), 
i=l jCJ+ 
(b) 
(cl 
(d)-(f) 
where the second inequality is a consequence of (iii). By (i), this inequality implies that 
f(S,T,u) 2 f(T,T,u). But f(T,T,u) 1 0 because of (6.2), and so we have 
f(S, T, u) = &ii[F(T, u)Fi(S) - @(T, u)Gi(S)] 2 0, 
i=l 
which leads, as seen in the proof of Theorem 5.1, to the desired conclusion that 4(S) 2 
UT, 21, v). 
The proof is similar to that of Part (a). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Part (a), we arrive at the strict inequality 
F 
( 
S,T; f:ui[I’(T,U)DF,(T) -@(T,u)DG~(T)] > -Pd2(e(S,T)), 
i=l > 
which in view of (i) implies that f(S,T, u) 1 f(T,T, IL). But f(T,T,u) L 0 because 
of (6.2), and therefore, we have f(S,T,u) 1 0, which leads, as shown in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, to the conclusion that 4(S) I <(T, u, v). 
The proofs are similar to that of Part (c). I 
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THEOREM 6.2. WEAK DUALITY. Let S and (T,u,v) be arbitrary feasible solutions of (P) 
and (DII), respectively, and assume that any one of the following six sets of hypotheses is satis- 
fied: 
(a) (i) 
(ii) 
. . . 
(b) (;l:; 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(c) (i) 
,i;i; 
(d) (i) 
(ii) 
. . . 
(e) (I;:; 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(f) (i) 
(ii;; 
Then 4(S) 
PROOF. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
for each i E I+ z I+(u), f,(.,T, u) is (3, pi, @-pseudoconvex at T; 
for each j E J+ z J+(w), Hj is (3,l?,,O)-quasiconvex at T; 
P” + I&J+ vj& 2 0, where P” = CiEI+ UsPi; 
for each i E I+, fi(., T, u) is (3, pii, @-pseudoconvex at T; 
h(., v) is (3, fi, @-quasiconvex at T; 
p”+j>O; 
for each i E I+, fi(., T, u) is prestrictly (3, pi, 0)-quasiconvex at T; 
for each j E J+, Hj is (3, I?,, 8)-quasiconvex at T; 
P” + I&+ @j > 0; 
for each i E I+, fi(., T, u) is prestrictly (3, pi, @-quasiconvex at T; 
h(., II) is (3, p, @-quasiconvex at T; 
p” +j > 0; 
for each i E I+, fi(., T, u) is prestrictly (3, pi, B)-quasiconvex at T; 
for each j E J+, Hj is strictly (3, &, 8)-pseudoconvex at T; 
P0 + I&J+ ?$j 2 0; 
for each i E I+, fi(., T, u) is prestrictly (3, pi, B)-quasiconvex at T; 
h(., v) is strictly (3, p, @-pseudoconvex at T; 
p” t-p 2 0. 
2 E(T, u, u). 
Suppose to the contrary that 4(S) < [(T, u, II). This inequality implies that I’(T, u) x 
Pi(S) - +(T, u)Gi(S) < 0 f or each i E p. From these inequalities and (6.2), it is clear - 
that for each i E I+, 
r(T, u)Fi(S) - @(T, u)Gi(S) < 0 i I’(T, u)Fi(T) - +(T, u)Gi(T), 
which in view of (i) implies that 
3(S, T; I’(T, u)DF,(T) - @(T, u)DGi(T)) < -pi d2(8(S, T)). 
Since u 2 0, ui = 0 for each i E p \ I+, ziGI+ ui = 1, and 3(S, T; .) is sublinear, the 
above inequalities yield 
3 
( 
S, T; eui[l?(T, u)DFi(T) - @(T, u)DGi(T)] 
) 
< - c u& d2(6(S, T)). (6.6) 
i=l iEI+ 
From (6.5), (6.6), and (iii) it follows that 
3 SITi kUjDHj(T) 
( i 
> p” d2(8(S,T)) 2 - C ~jpj d2(0(S,T)), 
j=l jeJ+ 
contradicting (6.4), which is valid for the present case because of (ii). Hence, &J(S) 2 
E(T, u, u). 
The proof is similar to that of Part (a). 
Suppose to the contrary that d(S) < f(T, u, v). Proceeding as in the proof of Part (a): 
we obtain 
3 S,T; .&[I’(T,u)DF,(T) - @(T,u)DGa(T)] 2 -p” d2(0(S,T)), 
i=l 
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which when combined with (6.5) yields 
3 ( s,T;&jDHj(T) > p”d2(8(S,T)) > -pcP(e(S,T)), j=l ) 
where the second inequality follows from (iii). This contradicts (6.4), which is valid 
for the present case because of our assumption in (ii). Therefore, d(S) 2 [(‘I’, U, v). 
(d)-(f) Th P f e roo s are similar to that of Part (c). I 
The next theorem is an altered version of Part (a) of Theorem 6.2 in which the index sets I+ 
and J+ are partitioned and different generalized (9, p, 8)-convexity conditions are imposed on 
different collections of the functions _fi(., T, U) and Hj corresponding to the disjoint subsets of 1, 
and J+. The other parts of the theorem can be modified in a similar manner. 
THEOREM 6.3. WEAK DUALITY. Let S and (T,u,v) be arbitrary feasible solutions of (P) 
and (DU), respectively, and assume as in Theorem 6.2. Furthermore, assume that the following 
conditions hold: 
(a) (i) for each i E II+, fi(.,T,~) is (9, pi, 6)- pseudoconvex at T, and for each i E Iz+, 
fi(., T, U) is prestrictly (F’, pii, @-quasiconvex at T, where {II+, I2+} is a partition 
of I+; 
(ii) for each j E Jl+, Hj is (F,&, 8)-quasiconvex at T, and for each j E J2+, Hj is 
strictly (F’, /3j, 8)-pseudoconvex at T, where { Jl+, Jz+} is a partition of J+; 
(iii) C. %EI+ %i& + c.j~J+ vjbj 2 0; 
(iv) Ii+ # 0, or J2+ # 0, or J&+ Wi +CjE~+ ujj/5j > 0. 
Then 4(S) 2 G”, u, u). 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.2. I 
THEOREM 6.4. STRONG DUALITY. Let S* be a regular optimal solution of (P), let F(S,S; 
DF(S*)) = C:&W(S*), xs, - xs; ) for any differentiable function F : An -+ W and S E An, 
and assume that any one of the thirteen sets of hypotheses specified in Theorems 6.1-6.3 holds 
for all feasible solutions of (DII). Then there exist u* E U and v* E R’$ such that (S*,U*,V*) is 
an optimal solution of (D11) and d(S*) = [(S*,u*, v*). 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, there exist u* E U and w* E R”+ such that (Sf,u*,~*) is a feasible 
solution of (DII) and 4(S*) = E(S*,u*, w*). That (S*,u*, w*) is optimal for (DII) follows from 
the corresponding part of Theorems 6.1-6.3. I 
THEOREM 6.5. STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY. Let S be a regular optimal solution of(P), let 
F(S, S*; DF(S*)) = C;=J&F(S*), xs, - xs;) for any differentiable function F : A” -+ R 
and S E An, let (s,G,C) be an optimal solution of (DII), and assume that either one of the 
two sets of hypotheses specified in Parts (a) and (b) of Th eorem 6.1 is satisfied for all feasible 
solutions of (DU), and that f(., 3, fi) is strictly (3, p, 8)-pseudoconvex at 3. Then 3 = S’ and 
#J(S’) = [(S, c, fi). 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that L?#S. F’rom Theorem 6.4 we know that there exist u* E U 
and w* E LR”+ such that (S*,u*, w’) is an optimal solution of (DII) and c#J(S*) = J(S*,u*, w”). 
‘Now proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 (with S replaced by S and (T, u, w) by (3, ii, G)), 
we arrive at the strict inequality c#(S*) > [($,U, a), w lc contradicts the fact that d(S*) = h’ h 
[(S’, u*, w*) = $J(S,G,,C). Hence, 9 = S*. I 
‘THEOREM 6.6. STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY. Let S’, F(S,S*; .), and (s,G,G) be a in ThecF 
rem 6.5, and assume that any one of the four sets of hypotheses specified in Parts (c)-(f) of The- 
orem 6.1 is satisfied for all feasible solutions of (DU), and that f(., s,G) is (F, p, O)-quasiconvex 
at 3. Then 3 = S’ and q5(S*) = J(s,‘LL,C). 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.5. I 
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7. DUALITY MODEL III 
Making use of the partitioning scheme introduced in Section 4, we next construct a more 
general duality model for (P) and prove weak, strong, and strict converse duality theorems 
under generalized (3, p, 6)-convexity assumptions placed on certain combinations of the problem 
functions. 
Consider the following problem: 
E @i(T) + & Wj(T) 
maximize w(T, u, V) = ‘=l 
5 uiGi(T) ’ 
i=l 
(DIII) 
subject to 
S, T; 2 ui 
( [ 
r(T, u) D&(T) + c wjDHj(T) 
I 
- [@(T, u) + ho(T, w)]DGi(T) 
i=l jEJo 
i 
(7.1) 
+ C WjDHj(T) 2 0, for all S E A”, 
jQ\JO 
P(T, U) Fi(T) + C vjHj(T) 
jEJ0 I 
- (+(T, U) + Ao(T, v)]Gi(T) > 0, i E p_, (7.2) 
CujHj(T)2°9 t~E!iU{o)~ (7.3) 
jEJt 
T E A”, u E u, 21 E JR;, 
where F(S,T;.) : Ly(X,A,ll) -+ R is a sublinear function, Cp and I’ are as defined in Section 2, 
and A0 is as defined in Section 4. 
Let the functions ni(., S, u, w) and s2(., S, u, w) : A” -+ B be defined, for fixed S E A”, u E U, 
andwERQ+,by 
Ri(R, 5’7 U, W) = r(s, U) Fi(R) + C vjHj(R) I - [+(s, U) + Ao(S, v)]Gi(R), i E p, jGJo 
and 
~~(R,S,U,W) = eui 
i=l 
pi(R) + c vjHj(R) - [@(S, u) + Ao(S, w)]Gi(R) . 
jCJ0 I 
The following theorems show that (DIII) is a dual problem for (P). 
THEOREM 7.1. WEAK DUALITY. Let S and (T, u, w) be arbitrary feasible solutions of (P) 
and (DIII), respectively, and assume that any one of the following four sets of hypotheses is 
satisfied: 
(a) (i) a(., T, u, w) is (F, p, O)-pseudoconvex at T; 
(ii) for each t E m, A,(., w) is (3, &, O)-quasiconvex at T; 
(iii) ,I!+ CL1 Pt L 0; 
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(b) (i) a(., T, u, w) is prestrictly (3, p, B)-quasiconvex at T; 
(ii) for each t E m, A,(., V) is strictly (F, ,F$, LQseudoconvex at T; 
(iii) p + x21 Pt 2 0; 
(c) (i) 0(., T, u, v) is prestrictly (3, p, 8)-quasiconvex at T; 
(ii) for each t E VI, ht(., w) is (F, j&, 0)-quasiconvex at T; 
(iii) p + C&f!% > 0; 
(d) (i) a(=, T, u, u) is prestrictly (3, p, @quasiconvex at T; 
(ii) for each t E nx, , At(-,v) is (.F,pt, B)-quasiconvex at T, and for each t E m2 # 0, 
&(.,7~) is strictly (3,pt,e)-p seudoconvex at T, where {nzl, m2} is a partition of m; 
(iii) p + CL1 & 2 0. 
Then 4(S) 2 w(T, u, w). 
PROOF. 
(a) Since S E F and 2) > 0, it follows from (7.3) that for each t E m, 
At(S,v) = c wjHj(S) IO L c wjHj(T), 
SJt jEJ$ 
which in view of (ii) implies that 
3 S,T; c wjDHj(T) 5 -,Ctd2(8(S,T)). 
jCJt 
Adding these inequalities and using the sublinearity of 3(S, T; .), we obtain 
3 S,T;e c wjDHj(T) I -~%d2(0(S,T)). 
t=l jCJt t=1 
(7.4 
From the sublinearity of 3(S, T; .) and (7.1) it follows that 
From (7.4) and (7.5) it is clear that 
3 S,T; 2 I?(T ) DFi(T) + c .DHj(T) - [+(T,u) + Ao(T,v)]DG(T) 
( i=lua ( ‘u [ jcJow’ ] }) 
L 2 7it d2@(S, T)) 2 -p~2(w, T)), 
t=1 
where the second inequality follows from (iii). By virtue of (i), this inequality implies 
that fl(S,T,u,w) > R(T,T, u,v). But from (7.2) it is evident that R(T,T,u, v) 2 0, 
and so we have 
@( +[ jeJ,, ] 
r(T ) E(S) + c wjHj(S) - [Q(T,u) + Ao(T,w)]G,(S) 2 0. 
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Inasmuch as wjH3 (S) 5 0 for each j E 3, this inequality yields 
2 4G(S) 
i=l > wz u> + MT, u) = w(T ‘u. v) 
5 uiGi(S) - IV’, u) 
7 > . 
i=l 
Now using Lemma 2.1, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we obtain the desired conclu- 
sion that d(S) > w(T, u, v). 
(b)-(d) Th P f e roo s are similar to that of Part (a). I 
THEOREM 7.2. WEAK DUALITY. Let S and (T,u,v) be arbitrary feasible solutions of (P) 
and @XII), respectively, and assume that any one of the following seven sets of hypotheses is 
satisfied: 
(a) (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(b) (9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(c) 6) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(4 (4 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(e) 6) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(f) (9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(g) (9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Then 4(S) 
PROOF. 
(4 
for each i E I+ z I+(U), C&(.,T, u, w) is (3, pi, @-pseudoconvex at T; 
for each t E TTX, A,(., v) is (F, r?)t, @quasiconvex at T; 
CiEI+ ‘LLiPi + Cz”=l fit 2 0; 
for each i E I+, IRi(., T, u, w) is prestrictly (3, pi, @quasiconvex at T; 
for each t E rn, Rt(., TJ) is strictly (3, fit, 0)-pseudoconvex at T; 
CiEI+ %P% + CL”=, Pt 10; 
for each i E I+, Ri(., T, u, v) is prestrictly (3, pi, 0)-quasiconvex at T; 
for each t E 3, A,(., w) is (F, Pt, Q)-quasiconvex at T; 
CG1, ‘IliPi + cz”=, Pt > 0; 
for each i E II+, Cli(., T, u, u) is (3, &, 8)-pseudoconvex at T, and for each i E Iz+, 
!&(., T, u, w) is prestrictly (3, pi, 8)quasiconvex at T, where {II+, Iz+} is a partition 
of I+; 
for each t E ux, At (., w) is strictly (3, ,&, @-pseudoconvex at T; 
CiE*+ uipz + c:“=, Pt 2 0; 
for each i E II+ # 0, Ri(‘, T, u, w) is (F, pi, 0)-pseudoconvex at T, and for each i E Iz+, 
Ri(., T, u, w) is prestrictly (3, pi, 6)-quasiconvex at T, where {II+, 12+} is a partition 
of I+; 
for each t E 2, At(., w) is (F, ,6t, 0)-quasiconvex at T; 
CiEI+ %lsi + CL”=, Pt 2 0; 
for each i E I+, Ri(., T, u, w) is prestrictly (3, pi, 8)-quasiconvex at T; 
for each t E rn, # 0, At(.,v) is strictly (3, ,&,8)-pseudoconvex at T, and for each 
t E m,, At(.,w) is (3,&,0)-quasiconvex at T, where {rnl,nz2} is a partition ofm; 
CiEI+ UiPi + Cy=, fit 2 0; 
for each i E 1r+, C&(.,T,u, v) is (3,&,8)-pseudoconvex at T, and for each i E I2+, 
Q,(., T, U, w) is prestrictly (3, pi, 0)-quasiconvex at T, where {II+, 12+} is a partition 
of I+; 
for each t E nxl, &( ., w) is strictly (3, Pt, @-pseudoconvex at T, and for each t E z2, 
&(., w) is (3, p,, @-quasiconvex at T, where {m, ,z2} is a partition of 114; 
CiEI+ GPi + c;“=, Pt L 0; 
Ii+ # 0, Or 1111 # 0, or Cicl+ uiPi + Czl Pt > 0. 
> w(T, u, ~1. 
Suppose to the contrary that 4(S) < w(T, u, w). This implies that for each i E p, 
lY(T, U)&(S) - [@(T, U) + Ae(T, V)]Gi(S) < 0. (7.6) 
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Since for each i E I+, 
R;(S, T, u, w) = r(T, u) Fi(S) + c vjHj(S> - [@CT, u) + Ao(T, w)]Gi(S) 
jEJo 1 
< I’(T, u)&(S) - [@(T, U) + Ao(T, u)]Gi(S) (by the primal feasibility of S and 
nonnegativity of l?(T, U) and V) 
<o (by (7.6)) 
I Qi (T, T, U, u) (by (7.2)) 
it follows from (i) that 
3 DFi(T) + C vjDHj(T) - [@(T, U) + Ao(T, v)]DGi(T) 
jEJ0 I < -pi d2(8(S, T)). 
Inasmuch as u 1 0, ui = 0 for each i E p \ I+, &+ ui = 1, and F(S, T; .) is 
sublinear, the above inequalities yield 
(7.7) 
Prom (7.5) and (7.7) it is clear that 
F ST T; 2 C vjDHj(T) > 1 uipi d2(fl(S,T)) > - 2 & d2(8(S, T)), 
t=l jGJt %I+ t=1 
where the second inequality follows from (iii). Obviously, this inequality contra- 
dicts (7.4), which is valid for the present case because of (ii). Hence, 4(S) 2 w(T, U, v). 
(b)-(g) The proofs are similar to that of Part (a). I 
THEOREM 7.3. STRONG DUALITY. Let S be a regular optimal solution of (P), let F(S, s”; 
DF(S*)) = C;=l(DkF(S*), xs, - xs;) f or any differentiable function F : An -+ W and S E A*, 
and assume that any one of the eleven sets of hypotheses specified in Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 holds 
for all feasible solutions of (DIII). Then there exist u* E U and V* E JR”+ such that (S*, u*, v*) is 
an optimal solution of (DIII) and q5(S*) = w(S*, u*, v*). 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, there exist u* E U and E E RQ, such that 4(S*) = @(S*, u*)/I’(S*, u*) 
and 
( 
2 U; [I’ (S*, u*) D& (S*) - Cp (S*, u*) DkGi (S*)] 
i=l 
+ 2 VjDkHj (S*) , XS, - XS; 
j=l ) 
(74 
2 0, for all Sk E A, k E 2, 
U: [I’ (S*, u*) Fi (S*) - @ (S*, u*) Gi (s*)] = 0, i E 2, (7.9) 
UjHj (S*) = 0, j EQ. (7.10) 
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Now if we let VT = oj/I’(S*,u*) for each j E JO, VT = g_i for each j E q \ JO, and observe that 
Ao(S*,v*) = 0,then (7.8)-(7.10) can be expressed as follows: - 
($u: (,,s*.,., [o,r.(s*)+~v;DkH~(s*)~ 
- [@(S*,U*)+AO(S*,V*)]D~G~(S*) 
1 
+ c u;DkHj (S*) rxsc - xs; 2 0, for all SI, E A, 
iQ\JO 
I r 1 
(7.11) 
u;(W*,u’) LF,(S*)+~v;H,(S')] -[@(S*,u*)+Ao(S*,v*)]Gi(S*) =O, (7.12) 1 
c v;Hj (S*) = 0, t E p~u (0). (7.13) 
jEJt 
From (7.11)-(7.13) it is clear that (S*,u*,v*) is a feasible solution of (DIII). Since 4(F) = 
[@(s*,U*) + Aa(s*,v*)]/r(s*,u*) = w(s* , u*, v*), it follows from Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 that 
(S*,u*, w*) is an optimal solution of (DIII). I 
The proof of the next theorem is similar to that of Theorem 6.5, and hence, omitted. 
THEOREM 7.4. STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY. Let S” and F(S,T;.) be as in Theorem 7.3, 
let (8, ii, C) be an optimal solution of (DIIIJ, an d assume that any one of the four sets of hypotheses 
specified in Theorem 7.1 is satisfied for all feasible solutions of (DIII), and that Q(., S,C,CQ is 
strictly (F, p, f3)-pseudoconvex at S. Then S = s* and $(S*) = w(S, 6,s). 
F’rom the statements and proofs of Theorems 7.1, 7.3 (restricted to Theorem 7.1), and 7.4 it is 
easily seen that these results remain valid for the following variant of (DIII): 
maximize w(T, u, v), (D*III) 
subject to (7.1), (7.3), and 
Pi(T) + C vjHj(T) - [@(T,u) + Ao(T,V)]Gi(T) 2 0, 
ia 1 
TEAn, 21 E u, 2, E lltg,. 
Evidently, (DIII) and (D*III) possess a number of important special cases, which can easily 
be identified by appropriate choices of the partitioning sets J,, r = 0, 1, . , m, and the sublinear 
function 3(S, T; +). 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have presented a fairly large number of generalized parameter-free suf- 
ficient optimality criteria and duality results under a variety of (3, p, 8)-convexity, (3, p, 0)- 
quasiconvexity, and (3, p, @-pseudoconvexity conditions for a discrete minmax fractional subset 
programming problem. The generality of these results stems from the nature of the generalized 
convexity assumptions imposed on the problem functions as well aa from the two partitioning 
schemes described in Section 4. The nonparametric results developed here in conjunction with 
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their parametr& counterparts established in [31] improve and generalize a vast number of similar 
results previously published for discrete minmax fractional subset programming problems and for 
problems with discrete max, fractional, and conventional objective functions. It is worth noting 
that most of these results are new even for cognate categories of optimization problems involving 
point-functions. 
It appears that some of these results can be extended to other more general classes of subset 
programming problems, including problems with nonsmooth n-set functions, semi-infinite prob- 
lems, and continuous minmax problems. We shall explore some of these opportunities in future 
research papers. 
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